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EARLY ENGLISH BOOKS ONLINE
& TEXT CREATION PARTNERSHIP

Discover more with full-text searching of the definitive online
collection of early printed works in English before 1700

“Access to Early English Books Online (EEBO) provides a classic example of how new technology can rejuvenate
traditional research. Extending access to the resource has fundamentally changed the way all of us can manage
and maintain first-class scholarly research.”
— Justin Champion, Professor of the History of Ideas, Royal Holloway, University of London

KEY FEATURES AND APPLICATIONS
TO RESEARCH AND TEACHING
• Origins of English Printing
• Applications Across the Curriculum
o Americana

o Medical Science

o Art & Architecture

o Music

o Education

o Philosophy

o Geography and Expansion

o Politics

o Law

o Religion

o Literature

o Science

o Mathematics

o And more!

• Discover the Unexpected!
• Diverse Coverage
o Books are in 33 languages

EARLY ENGLISH BOOKS ONLINE™
More than a decade ago, 130,000 works, microfilmed over 70
years from more than 200 libraries worldwide, were made
available online by ProQuest in one collection. Early English
Books Online (EEBO) is now one of the most successful research
collections ProQuest has ever produced and it is used by
students and scholars in over 1,000 institutions worldwide.
No other resource for early modern scholarship is as
comprehensive as Early English Books Online. Users can explore
complete, digitized images of all the works listed in these key
bibliographic records of English literature: The Short-Title
Catalogue (Pollard & Redgrave, 1475-1640); The Short-Title
Catalogue II (Wing, 1641-1700); The Thomson Tracts; and
the Early English Books Tract Supplements, as well as original
almanacs, pamphlets, musical scores, prayer books and other
intriguing primary sources.
ADDITIONAL CONTENT
What’s New! (released August, 2015)

o Volumes published in 15 countries
o 200 contributing libraries
• Bibliographic Records
o Books are cataloged from microfilm
o Over 90 percent of records have subject headings

TCP I, II combined make available approximately 54,000
texts from the entire EEBO corpus!
Coming Soon!

EIGHT WAYS THAT INTEGRATING TCP FULLTEXT TRANSCRIPTIONS ENHANCES THE VALUE
OF EEBO FOR LIBRARIES AND SCHOLARS
BUILD ON PREVIOUS INVES™ENT
The TCP collection is fully integrated with the rest of EEBO and
enables cross-searching of the nearly 54,000 keyed texts and
the 130,000 detailed EEBO image and metadata records.
ENSURE YOUR INSTITUTION KEEPS PACE
WITH DEVELOPMENTS
Access to the searchable texts now will ensure your institution
keeps up with their contemporaries’ research and teaching.
BENEFIT FROM EEBO FUNCTIONALITY
EEBO’s powerful ‘variant spellings’ and ‘variant forms’
functionality assists researchers with searching and surfacing
of old spelling in TCP texts, and increases the discoverability of
older materials.
HELP ALL LEVELS OF RESEARCHERS DISCOVER MORE
The collection is equally valuable to undergraduates writing
papers on witchcraft or tobacco and faculty tracing the uses
of a word or concept across three centuries of the English
printed record.
ALLOW YOUR INSTITUTION TO BENEFIT FROM
COMMUNITY EXPERTISE
Creation of searchable keyed versions of EEBO texts was
entrusted to the university community and drew upon
community expertise in the development of the scope and
standards for the project.
SUPPORT MULTIPLE DEPARTMENTS
Covering 37 key research subjects, the collection offers cross
disciplinary support to many programs.
DELIVER A STRONG COLLECTION TO YOUR INSTITUTION
Designed to form a complete and self-contained collection,
the texts in TCP-I were selected with reference to the New
Cambridge Bibliography of English Literature (NCBEL) according
to criteria established by an advisory board of leading scholars
and library leaders.

TCP-II AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY FROM PROQUEST
To accompany page images, the Text Creation Partnership
has created accurate transcriptions of many thousands of the
works, helping researchers of all levels to discover more from
within the EEBO corpus.
The TCP collection is the product of an innovative partnership
between ProQuest and the libraries of the University of
Michigan and the University of Oxford, with contributions from
scholars within the academic community worldwide to provide:
• Keyed, TEI-compliant SGML/XML searchable transcriptions
of the full text of more than 40% of EEBO works from both
TCP-I and TCP –II
• Produced by language and history experts from within the
university community
• Includes the most frequently used texts, by key authors,
across 37 subject areas
• Helps researchers at all levels discover more from within the
EEBO corpus
Learn more at: www.textcreationpartnership.org
For every sale, ProQuest makes a percentage donation to the
Text Creation Partnership to fund future projects.

“The existence of Early English Books Online has completely transformed my teaching as well as my own scholarly
life—both entirely for the better.”
— Regius Professor Quentin Skinner, University of Cambridge
OUR PARTNER LIBRARIES
ProQuest is pleased to announce our partnership with the
USTC (Universal Short Titles Catalogue List) to assist in the
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• Philosopher’s Database

WHEN USING EEBO, DO YOU MAKE USE OF:

• Philosopher’s Index
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Overall, then, accuracy of transcription is considered by most to be the most important factor, followed by
completion/comprehensiveness of the corpus. The consistency and richness of the XML encoding are considered
important but less so than the first two factors.

Above images are from: Siefring, J. & Meyer, E.T. (2013). Sustaining the EEBO-TCP Corpus in Transition: Report on the TIDSR Benchmarking Study. London: JISC.
Available online: http://ssrn.com/abstract=2236202.

See our full complement of history resources at: www.proquest.com/go/history
Contact us at: www.proquest.com/go/D6482
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